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VERBS (2) Tenses (02) – Simple Past (2)



The Past Simple: in context 2 min-



What is the past simple?



They worked at the office yesterday.



We went to the cathedral last week.



The Past Simple: Use and Formation 13 min We use the past simple to talk about something in the past, finished: Completed actions in the past



Abby traveled to Australia 2 years ago.



Series of completed actions



I left work, walked home, and had dinner.



Duration in the past



He worked for this company for two years.



Habits in the past



I played basketball.



Past facts



She was a good child.



There are 2 types of verbs: regular verbs and irregular verbs. Regular verbs all have the same form. But there are many irregular verbs and they are all different. See the list of irregular verbs. Affirmative form Regular Verbs



Irregular Verbs



to work



to go



I/he/she/it/you/we/they worked



I/he/she/it/you/we/theywent



Negative form Regular Verbs



Irregular Verbs



to work



to go



I/he/she/it/you/we/they did not work



I/he/she/it/you/we/they did not go



Question Regular Verbs



Irregular Verbs



to work



to go



Did I/he/she/it/you/we/theywork?



DidI/he/she/it/you/we/theygo?



Examples: Did you like this movie? (verb: to like, regular)



Yes, I liked this movie. = Yes, I did. No, I did not like this movie. = No, I did not.



Did youseeSandy at the bar last night? (verb: to see, irregular) Yes, I saw Sandy at the bar last night. = Yes, I did. No, I did not see Sandy at the bar last night. = No, I did not. For verbs ending in a consonant plus -y, we change -y to -i and add -ed Examples: to hurry hurried to try tried When we speak, we use contractions. A contraction is two words put together. Examples: didn‟t= did not The Past Simple: Language Tips 15 min Remember that the „ed‟ in the end is only in the affirmative form. Examples: You visited You did not visit Did you visit? Remember that the irregular form is only in the affirmative form. Examples: They bought They did not buy Did they buy? In the negative form and in questions, the structure of the sentence is the same as in the present simple, with “did” instead of “do/does”. Examples: I do not like (present simple) / I did not like (past simple) Do you like? (present simple) / Did you like? (past simple)



There are 3 possible pronunciations of „ed‟ at the end of a verb: Verb ending in



Pronunciation



Examples



-ted, -ded



-id



visited, needed



-ch, -sh, -gh, -k, -p, -pe, -



-t



watched, washed,



x



laughed, asked, stopped, hoped, relaxed



other endings



-d



opened, followed



The Past Simple: Formation of ‘to be’ 5 min „To be‟ is different: Affirmative form



Negative form



Questions



I/he/she/it was



I/he/she/it was not



Was I/he/she/it?



you/we/they were



you/we/they were not



Were you/we/they?



Examples: I was a teacher. They were colleagues. We were not in Paris last week.



Was it red or blue? When we speak, we use contractions. A contraction is two words put together. Examples: wasn‟t = was not weren‟t = were not



Writing Exercise 5 min Complete with the past simple, affirmative form. 1. I ___________ last weekend. (to work) 2. My grandmother___________ a very good cook. (to be) 3. We ___________ an old car. (to have) 4. They___________ their family in California. (to visit) 5. You___________ with me at the museum. (to be) 6. Fred___________ his bag with him. (to take) 7. My parents___________ to see me two months ago. (to come) 8. I really___________ this movie. (to love) 9. In 2010, Jerry___________his first house. (to buy) 10. You___________ a new phone. (to want) Writing Exercise 5 min Write these sentences in the past simple, negative form. 1. He smoked a lot. ____________________________________________________________ 2. Sandra went to a party last week. ____________________________________________________________ 3. Their children had many toys. ____________________________________________________________ 4. We thought about this problem before. ____________________________________________________________ 5. Ashley bought a blue dress on Monday. ____________________________________________________________ 6. The manager drove very fast. ____________________________________________________________ 7. Your intentions were very clear.



____________________________________________________________ 8. I knew his secret. ____________________________________________________________ 9. The presentation was very good. ____________________________________________________________ 10. The idea came as a surprise. ____________________________________________________________ Writing Exercise 5 min Write questions. Example: Jane watched a documentary. Did Jane watch a documentary? 1. The teenagers helped their father. ____________________________________________________________ 2. Lynda understood the question. ____________________________________________________________ 3. The car stopped at the traffic light. ____________________________________________________________ 4. That bed was very old. ____________________________________________________________ 5. Anna danced with Peter. ____________________________________________________________ 6. You went to Africa 5 years ago. ____________________________________________________________ 7. The people were very nice. ____________________________________________________________ 8. I drank two glasses of water. ____________________________________________________________ 9. The accident happened last night. ____________________________________________________________ 10. He read that book three times. ____________________________________________________________



Speaking Exercise with the Instructor 5 min Listen to your teacher say these sentences. Then, repeat. 1. Sonia thought she understood the question. 2. My wife bought me a gift. 3. I wanted to do more research. 4. She asked for the price. 5. They followed us to the airport. 6. Alfred Nobel founded the Nobel Prizes. 7. I ate a big ham and cheese sandwich. 8. She washed the dirty shirt. 9. The dog stopped barking. 10. I saw this computer at a better price in another store. Speaking Exercise with the Instructor 5 min Listen to your teacher’s questions. Then, answer. Example: Did you go to Asia last year? Yes, I did. / No, I didn’t. 1. Did you study German? 2. Did it rain yesterday? 3. Were you a manager last year? 4. Was it your birthday yesterday? 5. What did you do last weekend?



Speaking Exercise with the Instructor 5 min Ask your teacher 3 questions. 1. Did you ______________________? 2. Were you ______________________? 3. ______________________? Watch the Video! 5 min With this slide show, you will practice the past simple. Watch the video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Umg8AnN6Cjg&feature=channel_video_title Watch it again and give the past of the verbs below: 1. to walk: ____________ 2. to think: ____________ 3. to go: ____________ 4. to see: ____________ 5. to build: ____________



Quiz 10 min True or False? 1. I use the simple past to speak about completed actions in the past. 2. I use the simple past to speak about an action that started in the past and is continuing today. 3. I use the simple past to speak about habits in the past. 4. I use the simple past to speak about next week. Choose the correct answer: 1. I ______________ a teacher in India. (was / were) 2. We ______________ young and stupid! (was / were) 3. Walter didn‟t ______________ to Oxford with me. (go / went) 4. ______________ you hear the news? (Did / Have) 5. ______________ you at home during the storm? (Was / Were) 6. The children ______________ for their toys. (asked / askt) Complete the sentences: 1. The past of „to listen‟ is: ______________ 2. The past of „to write‟ is: ______________ 3. The past of „to eat‟ is: ______________ 4. The past of „to buy‟ is: ______________
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I___________ a mother. (to be). Write the sentences in the present simple, ... Franck: Sorry, I ______ know. Jane: ______ you American? Franck: No, I ______ ...
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2. I learn English for my job. 3. This restaurant is very good. 4. This winter does not ... 10. Her parents don't live in Africa. Writing Exercise. 5 min. Write questions.
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Adverbs - Wooskills 

Some adverbs are made up of one word and a suffix. Examples: Suffix 'wise': clockwise, likewise, otherwiseâ€¦ Suffix 'wards': towards, forwards, backwardsâ€¦
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articles a, an, the the book demonstrative adjectives this, that, these, those ... b. to help define nouns, in terms of specificity (definite or indefinite), number,.
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A demonstrative is a word used to show something. What you show can be near or far from you. It can be singular or plural. There are four demonstratives:.
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Examples: Can I have some French Fries? Can I have some milk? Can I have a glass of milk? Can I have some ice cream? Can I have a scoop of ice cream?
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Stating you can't understand. Asking for clarification. I didn't catch that. I didn't understand. I don't understand. I'm sorry? Excuse me? Could you repeat, please?
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I live my life and he lives ______. (his/its). 5. We deal with our problems and they deal with ______. (hers/theirs). 6. I have never seen this jacket, it is not ______ ...
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Interrogative pronouns can also be used as other parts of speech, such as ... 1) You should use 'who' in your question if you can answer with the pronoun ______. ... Quiz. 10 min. True or False? 1. Interrogative pronouns are used to ask ...
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Do you speak English? Meals. I will see you after ... You live on Main Street. Single mountains ... This is not the English I learned at school. The countries with an ...
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5. Do you like potatoes? Write the plural form of each vegetable. If the vegetable has no plural form, write “none”. 1. carrot. 2. tomato. 3. onion. 4. corn. 5. potato.
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Quantifiers - Wooskills 

In context. 3 min. Non-native English speakers often hesitate between 'each' and 'every', because ... There is a difference between 'everyone' and 'every one':.
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Quantifiers - Wooskills 

Are there ______ shops near here? 10. There are not ______ ... I don't know if there is coffee, I ask. b. Can I have some coffee, please? 3. I hear a noise. c.
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The Conditional: in context. 2 min. What is the conditional? We use the conditional to speak about a result that depends on a condition. If I had money, I would ...
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Erick: Whose ______ is it? It is ___ ______. It's _______'s ______. Erick: Whose ___ are they? They are ___ ____. They're _____'s ______. Cheryl: Whose ...
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1. What is your first name? 2. What is your last name? 3. What city or town do you live in? 4. What is the name of the President in your country? 5. What is today's ...
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Definite Article - Wooskills 

The small word â€žtheâ€Ÿ before the nouns â€žphoneâ€Ÿ and â€žpapers,â€Ÿ is a definite article. the phone the papers. Page 2. Definite Article â€žtheâ€Ÿ. 5 min. â€žTheâ€Ÿ is a definite article: it is used before a specific person, object or idea. ... 
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Useful Phrases - Wooskills 

I'm sorry, there's no reply from Mrs. Lasibones. b. ... How can you reduce these issues while speaking English on the phone? ... Could you repeat that, please?
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Present Continuous - Wooskills 

No, we are not going to the park this afternoon. = No, we are not. When we speak, we use contractions. A contraction is two words put together. Example:.
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Indefinite Articles - Wooskills 

We do not use â€žaâ€Ÿ and â€žanâ€Ÿ before plural nouns, uncountable nouns or abstract nouns. Examples: Beauty lies in the eye of the beholder. (NOT â€“ A beautyâ€¦).
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Relative Pronouns - Wooskills 

Sometimes, when the relative pronoun is the object in the sentence, we do not say it. ... The movie ______ he is watching is in Spanish. ... Watch the Video!
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Your message,. Ending (formal phrase to give farewell),. Your name, title, your company name. Your full name. . , 
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Seasons & Weather - Wooskills 

In spring, it's warm. In spring, the flowers bloom. In spring, it's windy. FALL/AUTUMN. In fall, it's cool. In fall, it's windy. In fall, the leaves change color. SUMMER.
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